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Tag4HR is on a mission to revolutionize the HR landscape by empowering HR
leaders and HR professionals of small to mid-sized organizations and equipping
them with the essential tools and knowledge they need to thrive in their roles
and make a positive business impact. 

Our approach is simple yet bold. We are committed to creating a comprehensive
resource hub that provides HR professionals with practical guidance and
invaluable insights. We prioritize the well-being of HR professionals by fostering
success both professionally and personally. Imagine gaining access to a
collection of HR wisdom and expertise, honed over 50 years of collective
experience. 

HR professionals in small to mid-sized companies have the potential to make a
significant impact on their businesses in various ways. Here are some key
business outcomes membership at Tag4HR can enable:

Save time: HR professionals save time by using pre-made templates and resources, rather than
having to create them from scratch. Resources were reviewed by our preferred legal firm, Jackson
Walker, who offers a preferred rate to all members.
Problem solve: With access to HR experts, peers, and benchmarking data HR professionals gain
insights and feedback to make effective decisions and problem solve.
Support and validation: HR leadership can be challenging and isolating. Peer networking provides
a support system with others in their unique role. This support helps HR professionals stay
motivated, build resilience, and navigate complex HR issues more effectively.
HR Leadership development: By providing HR professionals with access to both HR and business
learning opportunities, HR professionals can be more effective in their role and make a greater
impact on the business.



 Tag4HR

30-60-90 day HR Leader Plan
Capacity Building Tools & Tips
Planning & Team Growth

Industry Benchmarks
Leading Practices
Emerging Trends

Ready-to-go Templates
HR Topic Guides
AI Resources

HR Playbook

Benchmark
Insights

Frameworks
& Tools

HR Expert Workshops
Business Leadership Learning
Access to Business Tools

HR & Business
Learning

Scope

Peer Roundtables
Spot Coaching
Community Insights

Connections

Imagine a workplace where people feel a true sense of belonging, where
they thrive and grow, and where HR is not just a department but a partner
in achieving business success. Join us in reshaping the future of HR in
small to mid-sized  organizations.

We are a dynamic team with over 50 years of collective HR experience
with a passion for empowering HR professionals to bring value to the
table and ultimately thrive.  Questions? hello@tag4hr.com

Theresia Intag Cindy Johnson

www.tag4HR.com

Bored with conventional HR communities? Our Tag4HR 
membership inspires HR professionals to break free from the 
shackles of ordinary thinking. We encourage members
to think out of the box and foster innovation in their role.
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